ADVANCING
REGENERATIVE
MEDICINE

1. READY TO USE

StemShot® is delivered as a ready to use
flowable graft for precise delivery to the
treatment site.

2. CYROPRESERVED

StemShot® cryopreservation proprietary
process maximizes viability and the flowable’s
concentration.

3. IMMUNOGENIC

Placental tissues cause little to no immune
response in the receiving patient, which otherwise
may induce graft failure or fibrosis.

HUMAN TISSUE QUALITIES

The StemShot® allograft is processed from
non-aged connective placental tissues following
our extensive process to maximize the concentration and viability of the allograft. The connective tissue matrix includes elements such as:
growth factors, collagen scaffold, lipids,
proteins, carbohydrates, and other nutrients.
These elements supplement the patient’s tissue
and assist in the body’s natural regenerative
functions. The biologic structure of amniotic
tissue in StemShot® make it an ideal choice for
homologous clinical use.

SAFE & COMPLIANT

Our products go through comprehensive clinical
and laboratory testing to ensure they are safe
and effective for patient use. We comply and
conform to HCT/P regulations established by the
US FDA.

... THE INHERENT & ORGANIC TISSUE
ENGINEERING & REPAIR OCCURRING
WITH the NATURAL PROGRESSION of
the ACTION of HUMAN PLACENTAL
PRODUCT SOURCES HAS BECOME
AMONG THE SAFEST & MOST
EFFICACIOUS METHODS IN

REGENERATIVE MEDICINE ...

For peak performance, Regenerative therapies can

enhance the quality of life by preventing permanent
degeneration and improving function, as well as

treatment outcomes. The premise of Regenerative
Medicine is that tissue degeneration and

accompanying pain, inflammation and dysfunction,
is a condition or state of “disease” rather than a
natural progression of an active life-style, and a
maximum human longevity potential.

4. MINIMALLY MANIPULATED

Intended for homologous use, StemShot®
supplements the patient’s tissue and assists in the
body’s natural regenerative functions.

5. SAFETY & QUALITY

Procured through our proprietary process, we are
able to preserve biological purity and to remove
any antigens.

